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Experiment 3-2: Null performance

1. Describe the main components of an electrohydraulic system and give an example
application.

2. What is a servovalve null? Define the value of load pressure and control flow at null.
Draw a the position of the spool for the null condition.

3. Describe the three types of lap design that you can find in a servovalve’spool. Draw
the flow QL versus current I relation of each one.

4. Which type of lap is most desirable? Why?

5. Is the null configuration dependent on the supply pressure Ps?
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Experiment 3-3: Pressure gain and valve threshold

1. What is a servovalve’s pressure gain? Provide the definition and draw a pressure PL

versus current I curve to show how it’s measured.

2. A servovalve, with supply pressure Ps = 1000 psi (3450 kPa), has a load pressure PL =
400 psi (2760 kPa) for an input current I = 0.5 mA. What is the valve’s pressure gain?

3. What is a valve’s threshold? Show, re-drawing the curve from Question 1, how the
threshold can introduce a deadband in the pressure versus current graph.

Experiment 3-4: Flow vs. Load

1. How is load pressure PL related to flow rate QL through the valve? Provide the
mathematical formulation.

2. Draw the flow versus load characteristics of a servovalve for positions of the spool
corresponding to 100%, 75% and 50% open. Why do they converge to the same point
for high load pressures?

Experiment 4-4: Rotary Position Servo System

1. Draw the control diagram of a position feedback servo system with proportional control.
What is the main difference between this and an open loop controller?

2. What is the difference between proportional and integral control? Which one is more
suitable for position control of a electrohydraulic system?
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Experiment 4-5: Rotary Velocity Servo System

1. Draw the control di ram of a velocity feedback servo system with proportional control.

2. Is integral or proportional feedback control more suitable for close loop velocity control
of an electrohydraulic system? Explain.

3. What happens to a well-tuned velocity feedback controller if we apply an external load
on the motor’s shaft? Draw the error e(t) and the control signal u(t) in time.
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